Santa Fe
Choreographed by Bob Pfau
Description: 48 count, partner/circle dance
Musik: This Ain't No Thinkin' Thing by Trace Adkins

Position:Begin side-by-side in circle; Men facing LOD, Ladies facing RLOD Use
same footwork - Start dancing on lyrics
4 SHUFFLE PINWHEEL TO THE RIGHT
1-8
With right hands vertical & touching, shuffle (right-left-right) (leftright-left) (right-left-right) (left-right-left) around each other to the right.
Men start and finish facing LOD; ladies, RLOD
Styling note: place left hand on left hip
VINE RIGHT WITH TOUCH, VINE LEFT WITH TOUCH
1-4
Both vine right, dropping right hands while touching left hands
5-8
Both vine left, dropping left hands while touching right hands
Option: both vines may be rolling vines
HIP BUMPS 2 RIGHT, 2 LEFT, HIP ROLLS RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT
1-4
Step slightly forward, bump hips together twice, apart twice
5-8
Roll hips right, left, right, left
ROCK RECOVER/STEP PIVOT ½, SHUFFLE FORWARD, STEP, PIVOT ½,
SHUFFLE 1,2
While still holding right hands
1-2
MAN: Rock back on right foot, recover on left.
LADY:
Step forward on right foot, pivot ½ to left
Pick up left hands in front of man, (sweetheart position)
3&4
Shuffle forward (right-left-right)
5-6
Step forward on left, pivot ½ to the right
7&8
Shuffle forward (left-right-left)
STEP, PIVOT ½, 3 SHUFFLES
1-2
Step forward on right, pivot ½ to the left
3-8
3 shuffles forward (right-left-right) (left-right-left) (right-left-right)
ROCK, STEP, COASTER, STEP PIVOT, STEP PIVOT/ROCK BACK,
RECOVER
1-2
Rock forward on left foot, recover on right foot
3&4
Step back on left, step right next to left, step forward on left
Drop right hands, raise left hands
5-6
Step forward on right foot, pivot ½ left Drop
left hands
7-8 MAN: Step forward on right foot, pivot ½ left while raising right hand to the
vertical starting position
LADY: Rock back on right, recover on left while raising right hand to
the vertical starting position

